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How can we reformat content in a more digestible and dynamic way for the users?





My Role


The lead designer handled 
management and I supported with

 research
 desig
 high-fidelity wireframin
 iterating
 QA analysis

The Challenge 



How can we present more in-depth content in a clean way that 
will engage and not overwhelm the user?



Existing components were far too limiting to support the needs of 
marketing and content creation teams. New campaigns and 
content updates would require too much development effort from 
template and component deviations. The BOWS team needs 
new components to address this.

Process

Project Timeline

Discover  Deliver 

 Wireframe

 Feedback via stakeholder 
reviews & designer critique

 Design ideation 

Define Develop

 Final prototype

 Build responsive 
dev files

 Research goal

 Information gathering

  Insights

 The challenge

 Requirement captur

 Site analysis

 Content audit

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8

Kickoff

Grid Setup

Wireframing Iterations

Approvals

Dev Build

QA

Template 
Coded

Review

Content Audit

Site components coded and ready for use, page contents still being developed for 
remaining sites in series. Will launch Q1/24

Information Gathering

Features

Final UI Design

Site Analysis / Content Audit



We examined the current live BOWS website for components to lift & repurpose and also 
looked at the content of other various sites to generate ideas for new ones that would work 

well with the content we were trying to visualize in a dynamic way. Reviewing these 
allowed us to identify and prioritize areas of improvement

Campaign Heade

 Max of 4 tab

 On tab hover: full width image 
or video file appears in B

 On tab click: move page down 
to corresponding section

Campaign Tabbed Modul

 Max of 3 tab

 Max 200 characters for copy

Campaign Drawer

 Max of 3

 Card expands upon click

Campaign Drawers 
Alternat

 Max of 3

 Information below changes with 
corresponding category upon 
click

Campaign Ma

 2 alternate colors to choose fro

 Pins change color and additional 
information module appears 
upon hover

Campaign Full Width CT

 2 alternate colors to choose 
fro

 Pins change color and 
additional information module 
appears upon hover

Campaign Timeline



Keep design the same as timeline 
component on BOWS already, with 
these modifications

 Add in CTA capability (L-hand side

 Remove the “BOWS/Brookfield” 
ticker above the timeline. For now, 
at least, just build the ability to hide 
it. In case leadership wants it ther

 Date-ticker (desktop only) - Add in 
the ability to place incremental 
date tickers. They want these to link 
to different sections, not necessarily 
every card. Max of 10.

Reflection

Thank you!

Story attempting to be told must be clarified fully before visual 
interpretation is possible. 


Because the content was unclear for a few sections, there was a lot of 
iterating on potential components / floundering 


+


Iterating together/teamwork is profoundly powerful. 


We found solutions by frankensteining elements of each of our ideas 
and came to a solution that none of us could have reached alone.



Project Summary 


Currently there are pages on the BOWS website that address each of their capabilities, but the 
content is truncated. The BOWS team approached us about designing microsites for each of the 
capabilities to put more emphasis on these capabilities and expand their scope through a more 

dynamic approach in hopes of increasing engagement and enhancing user experience. 

Client/Company


Brookfield

Project Type


Web/Mobile

Project Date


October - December 2023
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The World is Changing

It’s Time to Invest in 
Infrastructure

The Benefits of Infrastructure Investing
Infrastructure’s characteristics/potential benefits make it an appealing, all-weather investment choice.

Average Quarterly Returns During Periods of 
Above-Average Inflation

Equities Fixed Income Private Infrastructure

0.013

-0.021

0.027

0

2

-2

As a result of revenues often being 
linked to inflation, investments may 
have the ability to maintain or 
increase operating margins.

A Hedge Against InflationEnhanced Returns Downside Protection

Digitalization

$1 trillion
investment opportunity

Data Centers Telecom Fiber

Read More about the Infrastructure 
Super Cycle and The Three D’s

Harnessing a Super-Cycle of 
Investment Opportunities
The Infrastructure Super Cycle offers a once-in-a-generation 
opportunity to benefit from three themes driving a significant 
infrastructure investment upgrade: digitalization, decarbonization and 
deglobalization.

Harnessing a Super-Cycle of 
Investment Opportunities
The Infrastructure Super Cycle offers a once-in-a-generation 
opportunity to benefit from three themes driving a significant 
infrastructure investment upgrade: digitalization, decarbonization and 
deglobalization.

Digitalization

Decarbonization

Deglobalization

Harnessing a Super-Cycle of Investment Opportunities
The Infrastructure Super Cycle offers a once-in-a-generation opportunity to benefit from three themes driving a 

significant infrastructure investment upgrade: digitalization, decarbonization and deglobalization.

Digitalization Decarbonization Deglobalization

The Global Shift to a Net-Zero Economy Is Underway

$150 trillion
+ investment opportunity

The Infrastructure Super Cycle offers a once-in-a-generation opportunity to benefit 
from three themes driving a significant infrastructure investment upgrade: 
digitalization, decarbonization and deglobalization.

Learn more about the Renewables & 
Transition investing opportunity here

Build Out of Renewable Power 
Generation

Efficient Energy

Enhance Electrical Infrastructure

Repurpose Existing Infrastructure 
Assets

Harnessing a Super-Cycle of Investment Opportunities
The Infrastructure Super Cycle offers a once-in-a-generation opportunity to benefit from three themes driving a 

significant infrastructure investment upgrade: digitalization, decarbonization and deglobalization.

DIGITALIZATION DECARBONIZATION DEGLOBALIZATION

The Global Shift to a Net-Zero Economy Is Underway

$150 trillion
+ investment opportunity

The Infrastructure Super Cycle offers a once-in-a-generation opportunity to benefit 
from three themes driving a significant infrastructure investment upgrade: 
digitalization, decarbonization and deglobalization.

Learn more about the Renewables & 
Transition investing opportunity here

Build Out of Renewable Power 
Generation

Efficient Energy

Enhance Electrical Infrastructure

Repurpose Existing Infrastructure 
Assets

The São Paulo Tramway, Light & Power

Co. is founded by Canadian investors,

introducing the first electric streetcars to

São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro

1899

Montreal-based Peter Bronfman

establishes Edper Investments with

1899

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

2010

2021

The Brookfield 
Infrastructure Advantage
Brookfield’s infrastructure investing roots date back to 1899; 
Today, the firm is one of the world’s largest alternative asset 
managers.

Explore more about our capabilities

Our Infrastructure 
Investments Around 
the World
From first- and last-mile rail connections to data 
centers across Europe and the U.S. and connecting 
U.K. homes to the utility grid, Brookfield’s critical 
infrastructure assets span five continents.

LEARN MORE

DFMG

Telecom towers in key European markets, providing 
nationwide coverage in Germany & Austria.

Our Infrastructure 
Investments Around 
the World
From first- and last-mile rail connections to data 
centers across Europe and the U.S. and connecting 
U.K. homes to the utility grid, Brookfield’s critical 
infrastructure assets span five continents.

LEARN MORE
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Testimonials


“Christmas came early!!!!!”

-BOWS Managing Director



“This is phenomenal.”

-BOWS Investor Relations VP


